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ABSTRACT

The program objective was to evaluate the starting and running
friction characteristics of bearings rotating at 0.001 - 1.0
degree/second and to determine the pointing accuracy that can
be achieved on a bearing supported ginrbdl system. The bearing
tests measured the friction of bearings with pitch diameters of
0J.25, 1.4 and 2.6 inches, using liquid and dry film lubricants,
at high and low temperatures, and with various axial preloads.
The running friction results were generally lower than predicted,
varying from less than detectable to 0.9 ounce inches. The
starting friction tests showed that the bearings have a spring-
like characteristic when small torque levels are applied, that
the starting friction levels were much lower than expected
(0.03 ounce inch), and that a starting friction peak larger than
the low speed running friction level does not exist. The poirting
accuracy tests were performed on a single axis gimbal which was
controlled by a conventional servo system. Tests were run on
the repeatability of the system in attaining null, the ability
to point while the gimbal housing was rotating at 1/second, and
the effects of disturbances on the system. The tests showed
that pointing accuracies in the range of 10-35 microradian can
be achieved on bearing supported systems and that the bearings
are not the limiting cause of errors.
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

Satellite laser communications require that the laser beams be
pointed and tracked to accuracies in the range of 0.5-1.0 micro-
rad. Systems have been conceived which call for bearing supported
elements that must point with accuracies in the range of 10-35
microrad, and move at rates between 0.001 and 1.0 degree/second.
No known data was available on the starting and running friction
characteristics of bearings at these speeds. In addition, data
was needed on the pointing accuracy which can be achieved with
bearing supported gimbal systems. The 405B Space Bearing Test
Program was undertaken to provide data in.both of these areas.
The effort was divided into two phases; the first to provide
bearing data, and the second to provide pointing accuracy data.

Phase I centered on the testing of three sizes of bearings, using
both liquid and dry lubricants. The test bearings have pitch
diameters of approximately 0.25, 1.4, and 2.6 inches. All were
lubricated with BBRC Vac Kote; half with the liquid type, and
half with the dry. The bea-ings and lubricant are described in

* Section IV. Two test methods were used, one for starting and one
for running friction measurements. Both were performed with the
same test fixture which is described in Section Iii. A consider-
able amount of fixture development was necessary because with the
speeds and bearing sizes tested, the torque levels were far below
those encountered in other similar tests. The development effort
is also described in Section III.

A literature review of previous bearing effort, including tests,
analyses, reference works, and test techniques was performed.
While no tests were found at the speeds required on this test
program, a number of relevant documents were found and are
reviewed in Section II below.

The running friction tests were performed by rotating the outer
bearing race at a steady speed and measuring the torque necessary
to maintain the inner race still (zero position). The inner race
is attached to a frictionless position transducer and to a brush-
less torque motor. The transducer generates a position signal
which is fed to servo electronics, which in turn drive the torque
motor to maintain the inner race at its zero position. The
torque motor current required to maintain this position is a
direct measure of the bearing torque. The outer race is driven
from a dc torque motor through an adjustable transmission and a
worm gear/wheel combination, at speeds between 0.001 and 1.0
degree/second. The friction torque of the bearings was recorded
on a strip chart for preloads varying from less than one pLu-Ld
to 50 pounds, and at high, low, and room temperatures.

k~~



"The starting friction was measured without the use of the servo
electronics. While the outer race was maintained stationary,
small steps of torque were applied to the inner race via the
brushless torque motor. The position of the inner race was mon-
itored to detect movements in response to the applied torque.
Increasing torque steps were applied and position changes observed
for each bearing. The tests were repeated for a number of preloads
applicable to the bearing size. The tests, results, and conclusions
drawn are discussed in Section IV.

In Phase II a single axis gimbal assembly was fabricated and
tested to determine the accuracy to which bearing supported systems
can be pointed and the effects of friction on this accuracy. The
gimbal assembly was installed in a test fixture which rotated the
gimbal outer housing at the speeds defined for laser pointing
while the inner shaft was accurately pointed by a closed loop
servo. A description of the gimbal and its associated test fixture
is given in Section V.

The pointing tests were run at room temperature in a laboratory
environment. Pointing accuracy was defined as the ability of the
system to keep the position transducer nalied in hlij presence of
bearing, slipring, motor, and disturbance torques. The test
description, results, and conclusions drawn are found in Section
VI.

An additional task associated with Phase II was to review gimbal
support mechanisms ither than bearings. A review of magnetic
bearings and of flexure pivots is given in Section VII.
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SLCTION II

BEA-RING TECHNOLOGY REVIEW

A literature review of bearing test programs which could be
relevant to the bearing requirements of the 405B program was
made. A review of each of those which contains applicable infor-
mation is given. Appendix A is a bibliography of articles reviewed
at BBRC and which are not considered applicable to the laser
pointing task but do supply data on the technology of bearings
and lubricants.

2.1 BARDEN TEST SUMMARY REPORT

February 1968. This report is the most relevant of those reviewed
because the sizes and speeds of the bearings tested are close to
those of this program. The tests were run by the Barden Corporation
for General Electric. Beazing running torque was measured for
three bearings with pitch diameters of 0.437", 1.81" and 3.05"
The smallest bearing was preloaded at 10 r'oundc, the 1.8" bear:.ngs
at 5, 10, 20, 100 and 200 pounds, and the larger bearings at 600
pounds. The two smaller bearings are within the size of our test
program. The smallest bearings were run at 1 0 /second and the
1.8" bearings at 1 and 2 0 /second. Two lubricants, Kendall KG-80
and SR-0839 were used. The 1l/second rate is the fastest that the
405B task is concerned with; i.e., the lower rate data needed for
405B are not available. In addition, the starting friction data
which is of paramount importance to our test program was not
attempted.

The small bearing, preloaded to 10 pounds had running torque of
approximately 0.07 oz.in.. The 1.31 inch bearing exhibited
torques of approximately 0.17, 0.24, and 0.42 oz.in. when pre-
loaded at 5, 10, and 20 pounds respectively. The same size
bearings had running torques of approximately 4.2 and 8.4 oz.in.
when preloaded to 100 and 200 pounds. This preload, as well as
the large bearings loaded to 600 pounds, are not considered
relevant to 4053. A method of predicting low speed torque, which
had been developed in a reference document, was compared favorably
to the experimental data. Comparisons between the reported data
and that taken on our program are made in Section 1V below. A
check was made with Barden on further tests but no more have been
done following those reported.

2.2 GENERAL ELECTRIC MOL TESTING

1968-1969. As a part of the MOL program, the General Electric
Space Systems croup performed bearing tests that: although not
directly applicable, are relevant to the laser pointing task.
ABEC class VII bearings of 2.4, 5 and 9 inch bore diameters were
tested. Only the 2.4 inch bore bearing (3.7 inches O.D.) is

X 9k - 3



considered relevant, and this not directly because of its large
size. Tests were run to obtain information on running torque,
starting friction and bearing smoothness, with the emphasis on
smoothness. The running torque data showed large variations which
were attributed to imbalance in the test equipment.

The smoothness data were evaluated by spectrum analysis on an
IBM 7094 computer, which gave power spectral density curves. The
test setup used was similar in concept to that which we used for
405B, in that one race of the bearing was rotated at a known
speed (0.5-3 3 /second) and the m~otor currents used as a measure of
torque. The torque levels determined by this test were higher than
those we measur-ed, although for undetermined reasons. Some of the
measured torques may have resulted from test fixture hardware such
as an iron core motor, which has too mach residual torque for our
tests. The test fixture used a gyro as a rate sensor to control
the drive motor. This made it difficult to measure breakaway
torque accurately and sensitively, since no position sensor was
used and open loop tests were not run. The best data obtainable
was that the stiction seemed to be of the same magnitude as the
running friction without a starting friction peak. A check with
G. . indicated that no furthev tests of this type have been con-
ducted.

2.3 MECHANICAL SIGNATURE ANALYSIS OF BALI. BEARINGS

This paper was presented to the eighteenth annual meeting of the
Institute of Environmental Sciences on May 2, 1972. It was written
by A. S. Babkin and J. J. Anderson. It describes a method of
analyzing high speed aircraft engine bearings for potential fail-
ures. Repeated frequencies in the bearing signatures can be
detected at lower frequencies than the friction and other random
noise present. These frequencies are correlated with anomalies
in the various parts of the bearing and the condition of the
unit evaluated. The method is not directly applicable to laser
pointing because of our low speeds, but it does give insight into
bearing frequency signatures and what they represent.

S2.4 EFFECTS OF THIN OIL FILM ON BEARING TORQUE

This is a 1964 BBRC study which correlated the thickness of
lubrication films to the running torque. The method used was to
spin the bearings and observe the length of time required to
spin down. This gives a measure of the integrated torque but
does not give torque versus speed, starting friction, or smooth-
ness data. The method developed can be used in the evaluation
of overall friction when parameters such as lubricant choice,
preload, and temperature are varied.

2.5 SURVEY OF AEROSPACE REQUIREMENTS FOR BEARINGS (AD439892)

This G.E. report discusses the natural and induced environments

k '
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which bearings, lubricants, etc. will experience in earth orbiting
satellites. It is relevant to the 405B program as an aid in eval-
uating the adaptability of the laboratory demonstration hardware
to space use.

2.6 ROLLING-CONTACT BEARING REFERENCE SUMMARY (AD69'472)

This reference work was prepared by the Batelle Mem rial Institute
for the Redstone Scientific Information Center in 1969. It is an
excellent review and reference for rolling contact bearings a.,d
lubrication methods. It contains design data, failure analysis
data, and information on space vacuum lubrication. Although it
does not address the slow speed and extreme accuracy requirements
of laser communications, it has use as a general reference on
bearing applications.

2.7 INSTRUMENT FOR MEASURING S'IALL FRICTIONAL FORCES

This is a paper delivered in 1969 to the annual meeting of American
Society of Lubrication Engineers. It was prepared by B. R. Livesay
and R. B. Belser of the Georgia Institute of Technology. It
describes a device for measuring the extremely small frictions
(2-50 dynes) of crossed textile fibers or crossed wires. The paper
is of interest to our bearing tests because the described device
is remarkably similar to our bearing test fixture in operating
principles. The operating principle of both devices is to drive
one element of the test article at a steady rate (one bearing
race or one fiber) and use a servo loop to maintain the zero
position of the opposite element. In both devices an iron-free
galvanometer type torque motor is used to provide rebalance torque

1 and the current through the torque motor measured to indicate
friction amplitude. The fiber friction test fixture used a light
source, rotating mirror and photo diode for the position sensing
system. This was not considered sensitive enough for our test
fixture where we used a linear variable differential transformer.
Both test fixtures used a worm screw to provide the initial input
motion. As in our tests, the factors that limited precision and
accuracy in the fiber tests were the room vibration, room dis-
turbances, and ext-aneous noise. Since this paper had not been
reviewed before we designed the bearing fixture, the similarity
of the two concepts is unusual. However, the similarity of the
limiting test factors lends confidence and support to the concept
used and limiting factors found on our tests.

2.8 EVALUATION OF DRY LUBRICANTS AND BEARINGS FOR SPACECRAFT
APPLICATIONS

This paper was prepaxed for the Third Aerospace Mechanisms
Symposium by D. L. Kirkpatric and W. C. Young of the General
Electric Company. A number of 1/4 inch bore bearings were tested
using ten types of dry lubricants. Slow speed and low torque were
not test objectives, so in these areas the paper gives no applicable
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data. It does contain life information, bearing torque data at
speeds between 480 and 500 rpm, and data on the effects of non-
running dwell on the friction thereafter. Its application to the
laser pointing task is as a general reference for dry lubrication
applications.

2.9 FRICTION TORQUE IN LIGHTLY LOADED BALL BEARINGS WITH VAC
KOTE LUBRICANT

A compilation of BBRC test data allowed curves to be drawn from
which predictions of torque data could be made. Data was
collected on 121 bearings of 19 different sizes and types. The
data is given for speeds up to 100 rpm, but is not available for
the less than 1 rpm speeds we tested at. All data is for unloaded
bearings with either wet or dry Vac Kote.

2.10 MISALIGNED BALL BEARINGS

An article in the February 1970 issue of Tribology was written by
E. E. Ellis of the RHP General Bearings Division, Chelmsford,
Essex, England. The ariticle defines ball bearing misalignment,
discusses its effects on bearing wear and gives guidelines to
minimizing the problems. It is most applicable to the laser
communications program as a reference work that can be useful in
evaluating bearing designs during the demonstration program, as
well as a general reference in understanding bearing problems.

2.11 TECHNIQUES FOR INVESTIGATION OF FRICTION AND WEAR
IN AEROSPACE BEARINGS

This document (ASD-TDR-63-565) was prepared by the Southwest
Research Institute for the Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory
at Wright Patterson Air Force Base. Emphasis was directed toward
the instrumentation and techniques for evaluating aerospace
bearings rather th:n the test results. The bearings considered
were larger and tested at much higher speeds than those we tested.
It is a good background document for test methods which have been
previously developed.

2.12 TORQUE VARIATIONS IN INSTRUMENT BALL BEARINGS

This is -a report of a study on bearing torque variations made by
E. P. Kingsbury of the MIT Instrumentation Laboratory. It is
concerned with small, high speed, gyroscopic bearings, so the
data derived is not directly applicable to laser pointing. It
is of general use as background information on methods and
analysis of bearing tests.

2.13 THE EFFECT OF GEOMETRIC CONFORMITY BETWEEN A BALL AND ITS
TRACK ON THE FREE ROLLING RESISTANCE

This is a 1972 article by B. G. Brothers and G. R. Bremble in the



publication Wear. It describes tests to confirm theories on the
relationship between rolling friction and the geometric shape of
the ball and track. It is of interest to this program in that
it illustrates the overwhelming effect that bearing design can
have on the rolling friction. Bearings as such were not tested,
but rather balls rolling in tracks. The tests and instrumentation
are described.

2.14 DEVELOPMENT OF A PNEUMATIC SENSOR FOR MEASURING THE TORQUE
OF INSTRUMENT BALL BEARINGS

This 1969 ASME paper by E. G. Edwards and H. H. Mabie describes
a pneumatic torque measuring de, Lce for instrument ball bearings.
The device was used to determine the average running torque of
bearings running from 1000 to 40,000 rpm, preloaded at 50, 100,
and 200 grams. Although used for average torque of high speed
bearings, the design could probably be modified ror low speed and
instantaneous torque as required on laser communications appli-
cations.

2.15 BALL BEARING PERFORMANCE AND SURFACE ENERGY THEORY

This 1964 paper was prepared by P. F. Brown for presentation at
'-he USAF-SwRI Aerospace Bearing Conference. It describes tests
on angular contact bearings which correlate the bearing perform-
ance to the energy of adhesion between materials in the bearings.
Its application to the laser communications task is as a general
reference showing the relationship of bearing design to performance.

26-
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SECTION III

BEARING TEST EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION

3.1 INTRODUCTION

The bearing test equipment consists of two major assemblies, the
bearing test fixture and the servo contiol electronics. The
method used to measure bearing running friction is to rotate the
outer race at a constant rate, servo the inner race to maintain
a zero position, and measure the torque required to maintain this
zero position. The torque to maintain position is supplied by a
brushless dc torque motor and motor current is measured to indicate
torque. The outer race rates are generated by a motor-transmission
combination driving a worm gear and wheel. The worm wheel is
attached to the test bearing outer race which rotates at rates
between 0.001 and 1.0 degrees/second.

The method used to measure starting friction is to apply extremely
small torque levels to the inner race while holding the outer
race stationary, and observing the movement of the inner race in
response to the torque. For this, the servo loop is not closed,
and only the dc motor and the readout system are used with the
bearing test fixture. The bearing fixture and the electronics are
described below.

3.2 TEST FIXTURE

The test fixture is shown in Figure 1. It is made up of three
major subassemblies: the outer race drive assembly, the inner
shaft assembly, and the position readout assembly.

The outer race drive assembly is made up of an Inland dc torqueI motor, a speed reducing transmission and a worm gear driving a
worm wheel. The outer race of the test bearing is fitted to the
worm wheel through an interchangeable adapter for the three sizes
of bearings. The dc motor was driven at 60 rpm through gear re-
ductions of 1000, 100, 10, or 1 in the transmission. The worm
gear is driven through an in-line coupling from the gear box.
The worm is a 48 pitch, single thread gear which mates with a 48
pitch, single thread wheel, with 360 teeth. The worm combination
is an ACMA standard class 10, lubricated with a MoS 2 type
commercial lubricant.

The original design incorporated a synchronous motor rather than
the dc motor to drive the outer race. During the fixture check-
out, this motor exhibited excessive vibration at 60 and 120 Hz.
To eliminate the jitter we replaced the synchronous motor with
the dc motor and mounted the dc motor and transmission on an

I •adjacent bench rather than on the test fixture. In the final
configuration, the only connection between the fixture and the
motor/transmission is via the shaft which connects the trans-
mission to the worm gear.
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The inner shaft assembly runs through and is attached to the
inner race of the test bearing. At opposite ends of the shaft
the rotor of the rebalance torque motor and the arm which supports
the core of the position transducer are mounted. The dc rebalance
motor is used to provide the torque to maintain the inner race at
a steady position. It is an Aeroflex model TMC20-1P brushless
motor which has no contact or friction between the rotor and stator
which would degrade our ability to detect the bearing friction.
The rotor is a moving coil device without any iron or soft mag-
netic materials. For this reason it has no hysteresis effects
and no null uncertainty or dead zone.

The position transducer-core support arm is a single machined
piece of magnesium which incorporates stiffness and light weight.
These characteristics allow a high servo bandpass without an ex-
cessively large motor or an unreasonably sensitive position
transducer. Weights to produce bearing preloads are hung from
the lower end of the shaft. They are hung via a nylon cord so
that there is negligible torsional resistance that would appear
as bearing friction.

In the original fixture design the shafts for each size bearing
were fabricated of a magnesium alloj. The shaft for the small
bearing test was not stiff enough torsionally, and caused an un-
damped spring effect in the servo. To correct the servo problem
we made another shaft, somewhat larger and of steel. This raised
the resonant frequency enough above the servo control range that
the problem was eliminated.

The angular position transducer is a linear variable differential
transformer (LVDT). It is a linear device which is placed at a
10 inch lever arm to measure the angular movement of the inner
race. It has resolution that is theoretically infinite and in
practice detects movements of less than 1 rticroinch. At the end
of the 10 inch radius arm, this is equivalent to an angle of 0.1
micro rad. It is a torroidally wound transformer that has one
primary winding and two secondary windings wound opposing each
other as shown schematically in Figure 2. The core is placed

Sin the hole of the torroid, but not touching the walls. As the
core is translated in the cavity the magnetic reluctance is
changed between the primary and the secondaries. The flux coupling
is thus changed and the secondary output varies linearly with the
core movement. In the bearing test fixture the LVDT core is
mounted on the arm which is attached to test bearing inner race.

j - As the inner race rotates, the core translates inside the LVDT
winding, producing an ac output proportional to the amount of
travel. This sigral is demodulated and used by the control servo
as the position error signal. The servo then drives the rebalance
torque motor to keep the LVDT output nulled.

¶10 ..
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Figure 2 LVDT Schematic

3.3 ELECTRONICS

The Space bearing test electronics are illustrated in block
diagram form in Figure 3. The schematics are shown in Appendix B.

A Wien Bridge oscillator with constant amplitude control is used
to provide the 9V RMS, 7 KHz excitation for the LVDT. This
circuit meets the desired +0.05 percent amplitude control and
+0.3 percent harmonic distortion requirements set as design goals.

The preamp uses a high slew rate, low noise Signetics 531 opera-
tional amplifier operated as an ac amplifier (1 decade above and
below the 7 KHz excitation frequency) with a gain of 86.6 (38.8
db). The gain of 86.6 was chosen to provide 1 mV of output signal
per microinch of LVDT travel (0.02 arc second at 10 inches),
which was the desired system resolution. Any higher preamp gain
would have limited the dynamic range of the system.

The noise output of the preamp was measured and found to be 0.65
mV RMS or 2.46 pV//Hz, which compares very favorably with the
desired resolution of one millivolt. The preamp circuit was con-
structed on brass vectorboard to improve the high frequency
characteristics.

The demodulator uses a Harris 2515 high slew rate amplifier in a
balanced phase shift configuration, providing a gain of +1.00.
Zero detection is also accomplished by a Harris 2515, providing
the fastest switching at zero for minimum distortion in the

H demodulator output. A 2N3677 chopper transistor was used as the
demodulator chopper stage, rather than FET switches, which
exhibited unequal on and off times.

Due to a relatively large LVDT quadrature component (approximately
50 mV peak to peak) at null, resulting in 7 KHz and 14 KHz
components throughout the loop, it was found necessary to incorp-

a:• orate a notch filter at each frequency, to effectively eliminate
these frequencies from the output. This was implemented by two

•'• 11
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active twin-T networks, each precisely tuned to its respective
frequency. Attenuation for each was -34db (50:1) with unity pass-
band gain. Comparison tests showed no effect upon the servo loop
except the elimination of the undesired frequencies.

The servo electronics uses straightforward active filters as
discussed below. LM101A amplifiers were used throughout to pro-

vide wide bandwidths that would introduce negligible high
frequency poles.

A Motorola MC1438R class A booster amplifier and an LM101A make
up the torque motor power amplifier, operated as a feedback
current driver, with bipolar current limiting set at +200 mA.
Tests showed the pair to be truly class A and linear,-with a
bandwidth of 50 KHz.

3.4 CONTROL SYSTEM

The control servo is a closed loop feedback system as shown in
Figure 4. The intent of the servo analysis was to get the control
frequency as high as 200 Hz, if possible. We originally assuned
that the fixture was a rigid body with no bending modes below
200 Hz. The rigid body servo compensation derived was

I2
AS+1255 2

CS+62 80)

V Tre LMDT demodulator requires an output filter which we viewed as
an integral part of the plant to be controlled. We limited the
filter to a single pole lag and adjusted its frequency on the

2: basis of the servo compensation as well as for filtering purposes.
For the rigid body servo we set the filter break frequency at
500 Hz. Since the LVDT carrier frequency is 7000 Hz th-e filter
gave attenuation of approximately 23db. This loop has very high
frequency response which is practically limited only by the noise
in the system if the plant is truly rigid. A computer simula-
tion showed the loop would operate at frequencies up to 200 Hz.

Structural tests on the test fixture showed that it was not
sufficiently rigid. We found a torsional bending mode in the
inner shaft which led to a system resonant frequency of approxi-
mately 100 Hz. Two solutions were applied to the resonance
problem. The inner shaft was reconstructed of steel, rather than
magnesium, to gain added stiffness and raise the resonant
frequency well above 200 Hz. In addition, the control compensation
was changed to lower the bandpass below the 200 Hz resonant point
and to make the servo less sensitive to the resonance by adding
some closed loop electronic damping. The compensation was changed
from a double to a single lead-lag

(S+75 0
S3140)
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The demodulator filter was kept at 500 Hz. This servo control
was checked out and worked well with the intermediate sized
(33267) bearings.

Since the inner shaft must fit through the inner race of each
test bearing, separate shafts were constructed to mate with the
different size bearings. Each shaft established the bending
mode for a different resonant frequency point so each bearing size
required some modification of the control system. A servo
compensation was designed which accommodated all 3 bearing sizes
by lowering the servo bandpass well below that of the lowest
resonant point. The compensation used was

SfS+150.ý'2

F \S+75()

With this compensation we were able to decrease the break frequency
of the demodulalor filter to 120 Hz. This system was used on the
speed-torque tests for all of the bearings tested.
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SECTION IV

BEARING TESTS

4.1 INTRODUCTION

This section describes the bearing tests performed in Phase I.
The section is arranged to cover three points chronologically.

* Test bearing descriptions - Types and sizes of bearings,
procurement sources, reasons for the choices and a review
of the lubricants used.

e Bearing tests - Description of the tests run and the
results obtained.

o Test conclusions - Applicability of bearings to 405B laser

pointing.

4.2 DESCRIPTION OF TEST BEARINGS AND LUBRICANTS

Three sizes of bearings were tested to obtain comparative running
and starting friction characteristics of bearings in the size
range considered for use on Project 405B laser pointing. The
bearings tested have pitch diameters of 2.59, 1.417, and 0.250
inches and are all of ABEC class 7 quality. They were lubricated
with either liquid or dry Vac Kote, a BBRC space lubricant. A
description of each bearing follows.

4.2.1 Bearing 33267

This bearing is the intermediate size of the three sizes tested.
It was chosen primarily on the basis of availability and known
past test and flight history. The bearing was produced to BBRC
specification by Industrial Techtonics, Incorporated for the
OSO-7 satellite. The satellite was launched in September, 1971
and has operated properly since. Flight spare bearings were
available so they were the first bearings tested while the other
sizes were being procured.

The 33267 units are matched duplex pairs of ABEC class 7 angular
contact bearings having a normal axial preload of 10 to 20 pounds
when assembled and mounted in a back to back manner. Each bear-
ing has passivated 440C consummable electrode vacuum melt
stainless steel rings and balls which have been hardened to
Rockwell C58 (Min.), and Nema grade LE phenolic separators with
a porosity of 3 to 7 percent. Bearing dimensions are as follows:

bore .7874"
outside diameter 2.0472"pitch diameter 1.417"
ball diameter 13/32"

Sno. of balls/bearing 9
Sno load contact angle 16.5 deg.

- -- ---- ---- 1 6 -



The duplex pairs were separated into individual bearings for test.
One set of four bearings was lubricated with liquid Vac Kote and
was thus identical to those flown on OSO-7. On the other set of
four, the original phenolic separators were replaced with identical
separators made of Rulon A material and the races and balis were
cleaned and lubricated with dry Vac Kote.

4.2.2 Bearing SRI56SSW3-0-11

This Barden bearing was chosen for test because it is similar to
that specified by LMSC in SAMSO report TR71-252 and used by LMSC
in the coarse mirror gimbal of their 1aser pointing demonstration
model. The bearing originally called for was a SRI56SSW5-0-11
which differs from the bearing tested only in that its contact
angle is nominally 11 degrees compared to 16 degrees for the
bearing used. This choice was due to delays in the procurement
time of the specified bearing which would nave unacceptably delayed
the program schedule.

The .. 156 is a deep groove double shielded ball bearing con-
strLt.ted of 440C stainless steel shields, races, and balls and
with a two piece pressed stainless steel anti-windup separator.
The bearing dimensions are:

bore . 7 •75"
outside diameter .3125"
pitch diameter .250'1
width .1250"
ball diameter 1 mi-
no. of balls 11

Eight bearings were tested; four lubricated with liquid Vac Kote
and four with dry.

4.2.3 Bearing 36563

This bearing is similar to that chosen by McDonnell Douglas for
use in their laser pointing demonstration. It was selected for
test after the test program on the other bearings was underway

3• and for this reason introduced a procurement problem. Because
of this we used a pair already available in-house. The bearings
tested were manufactured by the Fafnir Bearing Company to a BBRC
specification and were used in the design of a biaxial antenna
pointing gimbal -*:o be flown on thb I4imbus-F spacecraft. The
flight hardware has been qualified and delivered to General
Electric, the Nimbus prime contractor, so previous' test history
existed on these bearings. Since only one pair was available the
tests were limited to these bearings.

The bearings tested have external dimensions, i.e., bore, outside
diameter, and width, identical to those specified by a McDonnell
Douglas drawing. Other dimensions may be identical; however, not

17



enough information could be obtained from th- drawing to make a
valid comparison.

The 36563 bearings are a matched duplex pair of ABEC class 7T
angular contact bearings. When assembled and mounted in a face-
to-face manner an axial preload of 30 tc 40 lis. is obtained.
The balls and races are made of passivated air melt 440C stain-
less steel which has been hardened to Rockwell C58 (min). The
separators are made of Rulon A which also contains 5% MoS 2.
The bearings were tested individually, not as a pair. One bear-
ing was lubricated with dry Vac Kote, as were the bearings on

Y the Nimbus gimbal. The other was lubricated with liquid Vac Kote.
The Rulon A separator was retained with the liquid lubricant,
unlike normal practice. Bearings with liquid Vac Kote normally
use phenolic ball separators because the phenolic can be impreg-
nated with lubricant aind form a lubricant reservoir. No
significant differences between the torque characteristics of
the two retainer materials was predicted and none was found in
the test. The bearing dimensions are:

bore 2.3125"
outside diameter 2.8750"
pitch diameter 2.594"
ball diameter .18"
no. of balls/bearing .48
nominal no-load contact angle 15 deg.

4.3 DESCRIPTION OF VAC KOTE

Vac Kote is the generic name for several proprietary lubricant
formulations and application processes developed by BBRC for use
in hard vacuum. Vac Kote development was begun in 1959 when the
first Orbiting Sola.r Observatory was being designed. At that
time, it was discovered that the available lubricants forI vacuum service were not effective at the hard vacuum levels of
couter space. Tuo basic systems resulted from this early work,
one based on a liquid and one based on a dry lubricant. Subse-
quently, combinations of the original systems and greases were
developed.

The liquid system has been most widely used. The lubricant
consists of a long-chain hydrocarbon fluid with metallo-organic
additives which reduce adhesive wear. The base fluid is selected
for chemical stability and low vapor pressure. The additive is
chosen for its effectiveness in reducing wear.

The liquid lubricant is the one best suited for long life
applications or heavy load applLcations because there is a replen-
ishment mechanism available for it. As with any fluid, evaporation
of the lubricant takes place, although at a low rate. When a
source of lubricant is placed near the bearings or other lubricated



components, lubricant lost by evaporation from the component is
replaced by lubricant evaporated from the adjacent source that
strikes and adheres to the bearing surface. In liquid system
designs, reservoirs of liquid Vac Kote are pla*ced near the bear-
ings and inside the labyrinth seal which keeps the evaporation
loss to a minimum. These reservoirs are made of an impregnated
porous material such as Nylasint.

The dry lubricants are high purity hexagonal crystal compounds
such as molybdenum disulfide, applied with a proprietary prccess.
Submicron sized lubricating particles are applied by a mechanical
method that deposits approximately 0.000010 of an inch. The
lubricating particles strongly adhere to substrate surfaces
without the use of bonding agents.

The dry lubricants are most applicable in areas of temperature
ex:tremes or severe cleanliness requirements. The dry Vac Kote
does not evaporate at high temperatures or increase the bearing
torques at low temperatures as does the liquid. For applications
such as the Apollo Telescope Mount experiments, BBRC used the
dry Vac Kote lubricant to ensure that lubrication contamination
would not occur on precise optical components. The dry lubricants
are not usually recommended where the bearings must carry heavy
loads for a long life. This is because the thin lubricant layer
could be worn off and there is no replenishment mechanism with

• the dry lubricants.

4.4 DESCRIPTION OF BEARING TESTS

Two types of tests were run on each bearing, starting friction
and speed-torque running friction. The starting friction tests
were run by holding the outer bearing race stationary, applying
a small torque increment to the inner race, and observing the
corresponding angular movement of the inner race. The torque in-
crements were applied with the brushless rebalance motor and the
movement detected with the LVDT position transducer. The torque
steps were applied at two levels, 0.0005 and 0.005 oz.in./step.
Ten steps were usually taken, giving torque peaks of 0.005 and
0.05 oz.in. In each case the torque was reduced stepwise to
zero, in negative steps of torque applied and again stepped back
to zero.

The speed-torque tests were run by rotating the test bearing outer
race at speeds of 0.001, 0.01, 0.1 and 1.0 degrees/second and
holding the inner race still with the rebalance motor. The inner
race was held with the closea loop servo described in Section IV.
The motor current supplied by the servo electronics to hold the
inner race is a direct measure of the bearing torque.

Table I is a summary of the tests and the conditions under which
k they were run. The preloads were selected to cover the ranges

that would normally apply to the size of bearing and the load it
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would carry in the laser pointing application. The preloads for
_CE the two larger bearinqs were varied between 0 and 50 pounds in

10 pound steps. The maximum preload for the SR156 bearing was
10 pounds. The entire load carried by each bearing was approx-
imately 8 ounces more than the preloads shown because each
bearing also supported the rotor of the rebalance motor, the
inner shaft, and the support arm for the LVDT. The choice of
optimum bearing preloads for aerospace equipment is not influenced
overwhelmingly by any single factor. Among those factors which
can affect the choice are the l-g test requirements, desired rig-
idity of the system, thermal environments, and the load to be
carried by the bearings. The friction torque resulting from
preload is also one of the most important factors and this led us
to the preload variations during the tests.

Room temperature tests were considered the most significant of
those run because the requirements of a laser pointing system
would appear to dictate an instrument with tight thermal controls.
Since the ground fabrication and test tasks are most easily ac-
complished at room temperature, the thermal control systems are
most often designed to operate here. For this reason the greatest
test effort was applied at the 70°F temperature. However,
satellites must operate and are qualified over various temperature
ranges associated with inaccuracies in the analytical temperature
predictions and with potential failure mode operation. For this
reason, information on bearing operation at reduced and elevated
temperatures is also relevant. The only predictable change of
bearing friction with temperature in our test fixture was with
the liquid lubricant. Bearing torque is a known function of lub-
ricant viscosity so the low temperature tests with liquid Vac
Kote were expected to show increased friction. They did. The
torque characteristic of dry film lubricants is essentially inde-
pendent of temperature.

4.4.1 Overall Test Results

The form of the test results was the same for all three bearings
tested, so the general results will be discussed here and each
size of bearing reviewed thereafter.

In the starting friction tests, three characteristics stand out
in the test results.

C • When very small starting torques were applied to the bear-

ings they acted like springs •s well as rolling elements.

* The starting or breakaway friction of all 3 bearing sizes
was very low; in the cases of the two larger bearings,
much lower than expected.

o A peak of starting friction above the low speed running
friction was not found.
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The spring action of the bearings is shown in Figure 5. When a
small step of torque is applied, as shown in Figure 5-a, the
bearing race rotates a small amount (5-b), but when the torque
is removed the race returns back toward its original position.

TORQUE
i - - *

a. APPLIED TORQUE

i *1ROTATION

b. BEARING ROTATION

_Figure 5 Bearing Spring Effect

Whether several torque steps were applied, as shown, or only a
single step, the result was the same; springing to a new position
with torque applied and returning to the starting point when
torque was removed. Under very low torque steps (0.0005 oz.in.)
the bearing does not continue to rotate, but maintains its new
position until the torque level is changed. When larger torque
steps are applied (.005 to .05 oz.in.), the bearing springs im-
mediately to a new position but from that point continues to
roll at a slow rate. This leads to a clarification of our definition
of "breakaway" friction. Breakaway as the torque which first
causes the bearing to move is insufficient because all the bear-
ings move some amount with infinitesimal levels of applied torque.
A better definition of breakaway is that torque level which will
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cause continuous rotation after the springing motion has taken
place. An example of this is found in Figure 6. When the torque
step is applied the bearing moves quickly to a new position
corresponding to a spring constant and then continues to rotate
indefinitely. Tests were run where the bearing was allowed to
run continuously at a very slow speed for as long as 2 hours.
Figure 7 is a picture of raw data which illustrates the spring
effect and the rolling motion simultaneously. The torque steps
applied were each 0.005 oz.in. and resulted in a bearing movement
of approximately 3 arc seconds. Each torque level was maintained
for about 3 seconds before the next was applied. Inspection of
Figure 7 shows that many of the trace sections above zero torque
slope upward and those below slope downward. This shows bearing
rolling motion which, if allowed to continue, would form a trace
similar to Figure 6. Confirmation of the rolling is seen in that
the position of the bearing did not return to zero when the torque
was returned to zero, on either the positive or negative torque
excursions.

S~TORQUE

STEPS• APPLIE

t 6

time

Figure 6 Breakaway Torque

It was not possible to balance the test fixture perfectly and the
unbalance gave a steady state offset torque in one direction.
This unbalance was measured at levels between 0.0005 and 0.003
oz.in. The result of the unbalance torque r-as that data traces
such as shown in Figure 7 were not always symmetrical about the
zero torque line. The unbalance was easily accounted for in
interpreting the data.

The breakaway friction in bearings of the size of the larger two
tested was expected to be on the order of 1 oz.in. It was found
to be less than 0.05 oz.in. in all cases. Estimates of the break-
away friction of small instrument bearings like the SR156's tested
had not been previously made. Two possible explanations for the
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Figure 7 Spring Effect Data

difference between the expected and measured starting friction
levels are test techniques and fixture sensitivity. Previous
test techniques at BBRC called for an increase in the torque
level until the bearing could be seen to move. The rate at which
the bearing moved when breakaway occurred in our tests was well
below that visually detectable, so we would have undoubtedly had
a higher torque level if we had used visual motion indication.
In the design of our test fixture we were careful to avoid
components that had residual torques themselves. Many test set-ups we reviewed had starting torque associated with the fixture
which would be well in excess of 0.05 oz.in. An example of this
is a permanent magnet dc motor, most of which have hysteresis or
residual torque in the range of 0.1 to 1.0 oz.in.

The third, and possibly most important result found, was the lack
of a starting torque peak above the torque level required in
order to run at slow speed. Torque-speed relationships such as
shown in Figure 8 have been accepted as realistic on many
previous designs. Both curves show starting or very low speed
friction larger than the low speed running friction, and an in-
creasing viscous friction thereafter as the speed increases.
Whether a large torque must be supplied to get any motion (8-a)
or whether the torque at some slow speed is higher than at a

=2



higher speed (8-b) was not a known parameter, but that some peak
occurred was generally accepted. The tests run on all 3 bearing
sizes and with both wet and dfy lubricant do not show such a peak.
When breakaway torque was applied, the beacin.s always reacted as
shown in Figures 6 and 7. They started moving very slowly and
after starting did not move faster unless more torque was applied.
In the running torque tests the type of variation shown in Figure
8-b did not occur. Over a speed range of 0.001 to 1.0 degrees
per second, the torque always increased as the speed increased.
Two possible reasons suggested for the difference between the
previously accepted models and the test results are those given
above.

jw

SPEED SPEED

"a b

Figure 8 Speed-Torque Models

The running friction test results were approximately as expected,
with none that were startling or highly unusual. The magnitude
of the friction was smaller than previously calculated on the
two larger bearings, but the speeds are enough lower than those
in the calculated cases that the differences are not unreasonable.
Comparisons for each bearing are drawn in the individual bearing
reviews below. The running torque was not found to be a constant,
but varied by as much as 50-75% as the bearing turned. This is
seen as due to the slow speeds of the test. At high speeds, the
bearings make many complete revolutions (and the balls still more)
during a short test period. The ball frictions are repeated and
averaged out so that to most instrumeitation they appear as a

r constant with superimposed noise. At the slow speeds of our
tests, the bearings moved so slowly that the averaging effects
did not dominate and the torque variations were clearly evident.
The torque variations appeared random, but statistical analysis
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of the raw data was not within the scope of the 2rogram, so was
not attempted.

The slow speeds also led tc a difficulty in data taking. Since
the running friction varied, we recorded and plotted only the peak
torque during a run. We could not, however, make each run for a
complete bearing revolution because the slow bearing speeds made
the time required prohibitive. For example, Table I shows 163
runs which were made at each of four speeds (1.0, 0.1, 0.01, and
0.001 deg/sec.). A single bearing revolution at 0.001 degree/
second would require 100 hours, so obviously each bearing was ex-
ercised for less than 360 degrees. Since we plotted the peak
measured torque, but did not go a full revolution, there is a
chance that the torque would have gone higher at a different
rotation angle.

The friction increased with preload in an approximately linear
fashion as shown in Figures 9, 10, and 11. This is predict-
able according to equations published by bearing manufacturers.
In Figure 11. the dry lubrication figures are-not the same as
those with liquid lubricant, but neither are they consistent from
bearing to bearing with dry lubricant. This is seen as peculiar
to the combination of this bearing and dry Vac Kote, but not in
disagreement with the friction increase with preload. The char-
acteristics are discussed more fully under the review of the
SR156 bearing below.

At the operating test speeds, the relationship of bearing friction
corque to speed was not entirely predictable. An increase of
torque with speed is normally expected, i.e., a viscous component
of the total friction, but at extremely slow speeds the bearing
manufacturers equations do not predict this. For example, the
SKF Industries equation for bearing torque is:

M = 0.083 f PB + 1.183 x 106 f 2/3

Where M = friction torque in foot pounds
fl,fo,PB are constants which depend on bearing

geometry and bearing loads.
dM = the bearing pitch diameter
P= the lubricant kinematic viscosity in centistokes
N= the speed in rp.:.

Under conditions where parameters other than speed are constant
the graph of speed versus torque is thus predicted to be an N2/3
relationship, which is shown in Figure 12. However, the SKF
engineering data states that when the product (pN) drops below
2000 it is kept at that constant. The viscosity of liquid Vac
Kote is approximately 125 centistokes, which says that for Vac
Kote the constant range starts at 16 rpm. Below this speed the
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predicted form of the curve is a constant. We did not find the
constant to be the case. Rather, the exponential curves (Xa
where a is less than 1) continue to be present. Figures 13, 14,
and 15 are representative curves for each size of bearing and
show the exponential relationship. It is conjectured that the
type of tests which would show the exponential speed torque
relationship at low as well as high speeds have not been previouslv
done, or done with less sensitive equipment. The viscosity of
dry Vac Kote is not listed necause the dry lubricant is a solid
and not viscous. The fact that the exponential curve was found
on both liquid and dry Vac Koted bearings suggests that the speed-
torque characteristic is a function of the bearings rather than
the lubricants.

Figures 12 throuch 15 are plotted linearly. In the tests, the
speed range covered four orders of magnitude (104) so the data
was plotted on semi-log paper. The curve of y = x2,13 is plotted
piece-wise linear on semi-log paper in Figure 16, as a reference
to the predicted form of the speed-torque relationship.

Plots of this form predominate the individual bearing reviews to
follow.
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E Figure 13 Speed-Torque of Bearing 36563
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4.4.2 Bearing 33267

Four bearings were tested with liquid lubricant (9A and B, 13A
and B) and four with dry (12A and B, 14A and B). Ambient temper-
ature speed-torque plots for the liquid lubricated set are given
in Figures 17 through 20 and for the dry set in Figures 21
through 24. The plots show that the torque increases with speed
and with preload as previously discussed and that the general
shape of the curves conforms to that of Figure 16. The running
torque for the ambient temperature tests varied from near zero
to 0.2 oz.in. at 0.301 degree/second and from 0.017 to 0.5 oz.in.
at 1.0 degree/second, as the preloads were varied from zero to
50 pounds. Comparison of the liquid and dry lubricant plots
shows 1liLtle discernible difference in the torque performance on
ejther. This is reasonable, since viscosity is not a significant
factor at our test speeds, and other than the lubrication systems
the bearings were identical.

The results of our tests were compared to the results of the
F Barden tests reviewed in Section II. At 10 and 20 pounds preload

Barden measured 0.24 and 0.42 oz.in. of torque respectively.
This compares to our average figures of 0.15 and 0.22 oz.in. at

&• the same preloads. However, the equation for bearing torque shows
that torque is proportional to the pitch diameter. Since the
pitch diameter of the Barden bearing was 1.8 inches and that of
the 33267 bearing 1.4 inches, a corrective factor to account for
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this brings the measured torques to approximately the same values.
Since the respective bearing geometries and the test equipment
were not compared there could still be some variation, but the
results do generally agree.

For the application on OSO the 33267 bearing torque averaged .65
oz.in. during test, compared to a calculated torque of 0.6 oz.in.
The tests and calculations were both at 30 rpm. We made further
calculations for the torque at our test speeds. At 10 - 20 pounds
preload the calculated torque was in the 0.15 - 0.25 oz.in. range
which corresponds to the 0.15 - 0.Z2 average we measured.

The terperature tests were run at three preload values on one
bearing of eachi set of four, while the remaining three bearings
were run at the one most likely preload value for space applica--
tion. Figures 25 through 30 are the graphs of the liquid lubricated
bearings. Serial number 13A was preloaded at 0, 10, and 30 pounds
while serial numbers 9A, 9B, and 13B were preloaded at 10 pounds.
Figures 31 through 36 are the graphs of the dry lubricated bearings.
Serial number 12A was preloaded at 0, 10, and 30 pounds while
serial numbers 12B, 14A, and 14B were preloaded at 10 pounds. No
significant differences between the room temperatures and extended
temperature results were expected or found. As predicted, on the
bearings lubricated with liquid Vac Kote, the run at 00 F exhibited
higher torque because of the stiffness of the lubricant. The test
runs with dry Vac Kote do not show a correlation between friction
torque and temperature. We believe that the torque variations
were more a function of the bearing geometry than of temperature.

One phenomenon which was found in previous tests on a number of
bearings, including OSO azimuth drive bearings, can be detected
by an examination of Figures 25, 26, and 27. At temperatures near
or below 00 F a decrease of friction torque accompanies an increase
4in preload over the normal preload range of the bearings. As the
pr-load is increased further the friction torque again increases,
giving a dip at the low end of a preload vs. torque curve. This
is explained by the fact that the pour point of liquid Vac Kote
is 15*F and at temperatures below this the lubricant becomes very
viscous and must be channeled out of the path of the rolling balls.
This phenomenon does not take place with dry lubricated bearings
at low temperatures because no viscosity problem exists. Figures
31, 32, and 33 show that at 00 F the running frictio, does increase
with preload on dry lubricated bearings.

The starting tests showed that starting torque values were
extremely low and were not above the values found in the running
torque data of Figures 17 through 36. Using the continuous motion
definition of breakaway, the data was examined to produce Figure
37. This indicates that the starting friction is approximately
linear with preload and is much lower than previously thought.
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Figure 37 Breakaway Torque Vs. Preload

The starting torque requirement for this beaiing was listed at
1.25 oz.in. and acceptance tests showed starting torques in the
range of 0.5 oz.in. when preloaded to 10-20 pounds. The accuracy

Sand sensitivity of the previous tests were obviously much less than
i those of our project 405B tests. No significant differences were

detected between the room temperature starting test results and
those at the high and low temperatures.

A number of representative plots of raw data are shown in
Figures 38, 39, and 40. Both liquid and dry lubricant plots
are shown "or reference and comparison.
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4.4.3 Bearing 36563

Two bearings, originally members of a duplex pair, were tested;
one lubricated with liquid and one with dry Vac Kote. The graphs
of the liquid lubricated bearing are given in Figures 41 through
44 and for the dry lubricated bearing in Figures 45 through 48.
Each bearing was tested at room temperature with preloads of 0,
10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 pounds and at 00 F and 32'F with oreloads
of 0, 10, and 30 pounds.

As with other bearings tested, the running friction torque in-
creased with speed and with preload. The maximum torques measured
were .8 - .9 oz.in. at a speed of 1.0 degree/second and when pre-
loaded at 40 - 50 pounds. The calculated torque values were 0.5
oz.in. when preloaded at 10 pounds and 2.0 oz.in. when preloaded
at 40 pounds. This compares to average measured values of 0.41
oz.in. with 10 pounds preload and .87 oz.in. with 40 pound preload.
Since our data did show a torque dependence on speed, we attribute
the difference between measured and calculated values to the very
low test speeds. The Nimbus pointing system on which these bear-
ings were used runs very slowly on the output of a large gear
train. The gear train assures that the drive has so much output
torque that the bearing torque is negligible. Because of this,
bearing torque tests were not performed as a part of the design
program and torque data does not exist.

Early room temperature tests gave the results shown in Figures
41 and 45. Later, we repeated the room temperature tests, in
addition to the low temperature tests, at preloads of 0, 10, and
30 pounds. Generally, the second series of tests gave lower
torque values than the first series. There is no known reason
for the difference, but it is possible that some fixture torques
were present in the first tests that were not present in the later
tests.

No significant difference is seen between the torque values of
the liquid and dry lubricated bearing. As expected, on each test
of the liquid lubricated bearing the highest friction was measured
at 00 F and the results at 0 and 32*F were very close to each other.
The same phenomenon of decreasing friction with increasing pre-
load (at 00 F) that was found on the 33267 bearings was also found
here. Figures 42, 43, and 44 show that the friction torque is
highest at zero preload, dips at 10 pounds preload and is
beginning to rise again with 30 pounds preload. No such correla-
tion is found in the dry lubricated bearing.

The running torque of this bearing was compared to that of the
33267 (OSO) bearing. The peak torque was 0.5 oz.in. on the 33267
bearing compared to 3.9 oz.in. on the 36563 bearing. The ratio
of the bearing pitch diameters is 1.83:1. When the lower torque
figure is multiplied by this ratio the comparable torque is
0.915 oz.in. The bearing torque formula shown above has a coulomb
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friction component which is proportional to the pitch diameter and
a viscous fricticn component proportional to the pitch diameter
cubed. This test data tends to confirm that at these speeds the
coulomb friction component outweighs the viscous component.

The results of the starting tests were surprising in that the
starting torque of the 36563 bearing was not greater than that of
the 33267 bearing as might have been expected from the running
torque data. It was, in fact, lower and always broke away at
less than 0.03 oz.in., even when preloaded to 50 pounds. The
reason for this may be that the 36563 bearing has 48 balls of
0.18 inch diameter while the 33267 bearing has only 9 balls of
0.406 diameter. On previous tests we have seen that a bearing
with a large number of small balls often has less starting torque
than a bearing with fewer large balls. Breakaway tests were run
at 0, 32, and 70 degreaes F, but there were no discernable dif-
ferences in the results, even at 00 F with liquid Vac Kote.
Neither were there any significant differences between the results
of the liquid and dry lubricated bearings. Figures 49 and 50 are
representative runs of the liquid lubricated bearing at different
preloads.

4.4.4 Bearing SR156

Eight bearings were tested, four with liquid lubricant and four
with dry. For convenience we lettered the four liquid A, B, C,
and D and the four dry E, F, G, and H. Figures 51 through 58 graph
the torque data for the liquid lubricated bearings while Figures
59 through 68 cover the dry. All eight bearings were tested with
a number of preloads (see Table I) at room temperature. For high
and low temperature testing one dry lubricated bearing was tested
at 0, 2, and 4 pounds preload while the remaining 3 were tested
at 2 pounds preload. All four liquid lubricated bearings were
temperature tested at 5 pounds preload because the wet lubricant
can normally be used at higher preloads than the dry. In addition,
since most of the room temperature liquid and dry data was similar,
this was a good way to more extensively compare the operation at
different preloads.

The tests on the SR156 bearings were the most difficult and have
the highest probability of excessively high torque readings.This is because the bearings are so small and their torque so
small that the fixture unbalances, room noise, and electrical
noise are all a much larger portion of the total torque than on
the other bearings. This also gives data which is not as clearly
correlated as that on the previous bearings. The torque vs. pre-
load data of Figure 11 shows a larger variance between the wet
and dry lubricated bearings than we feel is reasonable, particularly
awhen viewing Figures 51 through 68. The inability to distinguish
bearing torque from disturbance torque in the 0.01 - 0.04 oz.in.U !range is the cause of these variations. No previous test data
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was available on these bearings or other bearings of their size.
BBRC has used bearings of this size on a number of aerospace
flight applications, but because the friction torque is so small
and the project 405B speeds so slow, no accurate correlatable
data was ever produced.

As expected, the torque increased with speed throughout the tests
although the increase of torque with preload was not as pronounced.
Either of two factors could be responsible for this; the inability
to measure torque as accurately as desired or the fact that the
entire range of preload was only 10 pounds. The average torque
measured (1l/second) at 5 pounds preload was 0.033 oz.in. and at
2 pounds preload was 0.026 oz.in., but the torque variation in
individual bearings was greater than this. The peak measured
torque was 0.06 oz.in. which occurred on both the dry and liquid
lubricated units. The torque magnitude was found essentially the
same on both the dry and liquid lubricated bearings, as with the
other bearings tested. The liquid Vac Koted bearings at 00 F
produced the expected higher torque on three of the four bearings
tested.

The starting torque values were also lower than those measured
on the two larger bearings. Breakaway generally took place
between 0.001 and 0.005 oz.in. and a starting torque higher than
running torque was not found. Figures 69 and 70 present raw data
taken on the SR156 starting tests. Breakaway is shown in the upper
trace of Figure 69 where bearing B rolls continuously at 0.002 -
0.003 oz.in. and in the lower trace where it rolls immediately and
rapidly when steps of 0.005 oz.in. were applied. The breakaway
of bearings B and D, preloaded to 5 pounds, are shown in Figure
70 to occur between 0.001 and 0.002 oz.in. As with the running
friction tests, the sensitivity and noise immunity of the test
equipment was challenged by the small torques measured. The
traces of Figure 70 show how the mechanical noise of the laboratory,
which varied from day to day, is reflected as noise on the data.

No discernible difference was seen between the starting torque
values with different preloads, as was found on the 33267 bear-
ing. This is probably due to the limited preload range and the
inability of the test equipment to measure more sensitively.
Likewise, there was no discernible difference between the results
of the liquid and dry lubricated bearings or the temperature
tests.

4.4.5 Test Conclusions

The test results reflect very favorably on the use of bearings in
high accuracy pointing systems. At these test speeds, running
friction was at or below that which would have been predicted
and a starting friction peak was virtually non-existent within
the capability of the equipment to measure. We conclude, therefore,
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that the bearings will not present a limiting characteristic to
either of the 405B study applications.

Probably the most important test discovery is that the starting
friction torque (stiction) is not higher than the low speed run-
ning torque. A peak of starting friction 2-3 times higher than
the running friction had always been assumed, but was not
detectable on any bearing tested. In addition, the starting
torque was much lower than expected. These results indicate that
if the friction models used in servo analyses could be modified
accordingly, that higher pointing accuracies could be achieved.
Over extremely small angles (10-50 microrad) the spring effect
of the bearings could also be incorporated into the model, giving
a combined spring-rolling model. In any case, the stiction torque
predicted for most models appears to be higher than necessary,
i.e., control systems will not be as severely affected by stiction
as previously thought.

In a number of previous examples of drive or pointing systems
there appeared to be friction torque, particularly starting torque,
in excess of that measured in these tests. It seems likely that
a large portion of this torque came from either the torque motors
or the power transfer device. The residual torque of a brushless
torque motor is taken as approximately 1% of the peak torque.
This means that a torque motor could easily have residual torque
on the order of one oz.in. which is many times higher than our
measured breakaway torque. Most power transfer devices are either
slip rings or flex cables. The slip ring has pure sliding friction
rather than the rolling friction of a bearing. The starting and
running torque magnitudes are on the order of the bearing torque
and must be evaluated. The flex cable torque has the form of a
spring constant rather than sliding friction and for this reason
may be preferable for less than continuous rotation. Measurement
of the torque of these devices was not a part of this program,
but is the next logical step to be taken in the evaluation of high
accuracy pointing systems such as 405B.

The running friction variations do not have the form (at these
test speeds) of noise riding on an apparent dc level. The slow-
ness of the torque variations means that bearing torque disturbances
which are above the servo bandpass on higher speed applications
may be well within the control frequency range of servos operating
between 0.001 and 1.0 degree/second. For this reason additional
compensation considerations may be necessary for extremely high
accuracy applications. The fact that the friction torque is speed
dependent at even these slow speeds is not seen as a limiting
factor in high accuracy applications because the dependence is
small and regular, i.e., not discontinuous.

The performance of the bearings tested was not significantly
affected by the use of wet or dry Vac Kote. This allows the
lubricant choice to be made on considerations such as applied
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loads, optical cleanliness, bearing life, bearing temperatures,
etc. Other wet and dry lubricants may have different effects, of
course, but a large amount of test data is available on most of
them. The tests also showed that for operating temperatures above
the pour point of liquid lubricant and for dry lubricant, that
the minimum amount of preload corresponds to minimum bearing
friction. Bearings used for high accuracy systems should therefore
be as lightly preloaded as possible.
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SECTION V

POINTING TEST EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION

5.1 INTRODUCTION

The equipment used to perform the system pointing tests consists
of two major assemblies; the test fixture and the electronics
assembly. These asse.mblies were used to evaluate the ability of
a standard state-of-the-art control system to point a mass sus-
pended on bearings and to evaluate the effect of friction on this
pointing capability. The evaluation of pointing to the accuracy
range listed in Section I (10-35 microrad) was a major goal.
The test equipment was designed to measure system pointing cap-
ability in the presence of bearing motion, with different friction
levels and sources, and with simulated disturbance torques.

The fixture shown in Figure 71 combines a pointing gimbal with
gimbal support, measurement, and motion input mechanisms. Tbh
control electronics use a majo: portion of the bearing test
electronics with only new gain and compensation electronics re-
quired by the test girbal.

5.2 TEST PiXTURE

The test fixture is composed of a heavy structure which supports
the pointing gimbal and the gimbal input motion mechanism. The
pointed mass is the large aluminum disc which is 21.75 inches in
diameter and 1/4 inch thick. It weighs approximately 9.5 pounds
and its moment of -nertia is 22.8 oz-in-sec 2 . The position
sensor is an LVDT which has the winding mounted on the support
structure and the core mounted on the pointed disc. The LVDT is
a linear device which is used to measure the angular position.
Since it is mounted at an 11.5 inch radius and has a linear range
on the order of +.050 inch, the error introduced by using the
linear device is-negligible. The support structure is massive
to eliminate structural resonances which would mask or disturb

the friction effects we want to evaluate.

5.2.1 System Test Gimbal and Motion Input Mechanism

The system test gimbal and the motion input mechanism are shown
in the layout of Figure 72. The double bearings shown allow
both the shaft and the housing of the test gimbal to be rotated
with respect to the structure. The shaft is the innermost
member. The motion input mechanism drives the gimbal housing
which is attached to the inner race of the motion input bearings.
These are Kaydon KA40AH bearings purchased as shelf articles.
The input mechanism is composed of a dc motor/gearhead combination,
two drive belts, and a reduction gear pair. The motor, via the
belts and gears, drives the test gimbal housing in either direction
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and at the desired speed in response to the polarity and magnitude
of the dc voltage applied to it. The total gear reduction from the
motor to the housing is 46,200:1 with 1108:1 in the gear head,
4.57:1 in the first belt pass, and 9.15:1 in the second pass.
The dc motor must therefore run at 7700 rpm when the gimbal housing
turns at 1 degree/second. This requires approximately 9 volts on
the motor which is a good midpoint for motor operation. The belt

*• drive system was used rather than a gear drive system to minimize
the high frequency noise transmission through gears. This "soft"
system was much more noise free than the "hard" system used in the
bearing test fixture.

The test gimbal is composed of a housing and shaft separated by
angular contact ball bearings, a dc torque motor, a slip ring,
and the pointed disc. The housing and shaft were machined of
aluminum. The bearings are the 36563-1 bearings described in
Section IV above, and previously tested. Both were cleaned and
relubricated with liquid Vac Kote prior to assembly. The motion
of the outer (motion input) bearings may introduce small disturb-
ances into the outer race of the test bearings, but these were
considered analogous to disturbances which could be input to the
gimbal bearings in spacecraft use. The torque motor is an Inland
model 2149 brush-type device. The reasons for its choice were the
brushes, which gave a type of friction we wanted to evaluate, and
the ready availability of this particular model. The slip ring
was not used to carry current, but only as a friction source.
This allows it to be removed from the system to evaluate different
friction levels without disturbing the electrical system. Flexible
wires were used to carry motor current across the gimbal instead
of using the slip ring. £he slip ring was a Breeze Corporation
unit, part no. 16093. This design was flown on six OSO satellites
and operated in space for up to five years, so it was felt to be
a representative aerospace model.

5.3 ELECTRONICS ASSEMBLY

F_ The electronics used are essentially the same as those shown in
Figure 3 and described in Section III above. The excitation
circuit, demodulator, preamplifier and notch filters are exactly
the same because of the uce of the LVDT as the position sensor.

Only the gain of the motor driver was changed to accommodate the
new dc motor. The control gain and compensation were modified
to give the system described below.

5.3.1 Control System

The qimbal shaft and pointed mass are held by the closed loop
I control system to the zero position defined by the LVDT. The

servo block diagram is shown in Figure 73. A conventional lead-
1 lag servo compensation is incorporated to give a system bandpass
2 of approximately 20 Hz. A 300 rad/second filter is required on
1 the output of the LVDT demodulator and can be considered part of
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the plant. No spring return force or me.Thanical damping is
assun.ed for the plant so the controlled object is essentially the
mass held by the bearings. The effect of friction on this type of
system is the object of our evaluation.

The root locus of the system characteristic is shown in Figure
74. The operating point is at the Krz2 relative gain point. The
damping ratio is shown here to be aFproximately 0.7, i.e., cos.
450, giving a step response which has a single over shoot. The
relative gain at which the locus crosses into the right half

Splane (system goes unstable) is 14, or 17 db above the operating
point.

The closed loop frequency response of this system is shown in
Figure 75. It shows a bandpass of approximately 20 Hz to the
-3 db point and a rolloff rate of 40 db/decade above 50 Hz.
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Figure 75 Closed Loop Frequency Response of the Pointing Servo



f• A root loc-.s analysis of the system was performed t(-, show that
its stability would not be affected by the addition of friction,
i. ý., in Figure 76, the fact that the entire locus lies to the
lr.ft of the imaginary axis means that the friction will not cause
tae loop to go unstable.

0 0435(S(S +300)2

F 2 (S+300)
2 

- 04!5 ( 39 X 108 (S+30)

2(

400 B00 200

F:Lgure 76 Root Locus for Friction Effects

Since the loop will always drive towards zero, the tdsk is to
evaluate the accuracy or closeness that it will drive to in the
presence of friction. A theoretical number can be achieved
based on the theoretical sj,-em friction and the gain of the

4 • system. When the offset error away from zero produces motor
torque that is less than the total gimbal friction, the gimbal
will stop at that error angle. Measuring this angle is an indi-
cation of th'e total friction (and hysteresis, etc.) torque in
the gimbal system.

The dc gain o41 the test servo was set at 0.045 oz.in./microrad.
As the pointed mass moves toward its final position it will stop
in thet orientation where the motor torque is less than or equal
to the gimbal friction. The bearing tests showed that the friction
is not a constant, but varies irregularly as the bearing turns.
This leads to the expectation that the system will not always
return to or maintain the same pointing angle while dynamically
operation, but that the peak error (in microrads) will be no
larger than 22.2 times the peak gimbal friction (in ounce inches).
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SECTION VI

POINTING TESTS

6.1 INTRODUCTION

Three types of pointing tests were performed. The first measured
the repeatability of the servo driving to null, the second measured
the tracking capability with an input motion of 1 degree/second, and
the third measured the system susceptibility to disturbance torque
inputs. A description of each test and its resuits follows.

6.2 NULL REPEATABILITY TEST

The pointed mass (circular disc) was mechanically offset, with the
servo loop closec, and allowed to return to null. The offsets were
from 0-il and we:-e repeated many times in both the positive and
negative directir- to give a large number of data points. The
demodulated outp - of the LVDT was read and recorded to indicate
the final position each time. The servo loop was adjusted to that
gain which gave the desired dynamic performance, i.e., a loop
damping ratio of approximately 0.7. The servo gain could have been
increased by as mucp as a factor of 7, which would have given
higher pointing accuracy, but the system would have been poorly
damped. Tradeoff beLlmcn -wuracy and dynamic performance are
normally run on servos. ieading to the most realistic compromise
for each particular system. The 0.7 damping factor is felt to be
realistic for this one.

The graph of Figure 77 is a smooth curve drawn from a frequency
of occurrence histograph for the position at which the mass came
to rest. It shows that the majority of times the error angle is
between two and five microradians. Whether the final resting
point is positive or negative depends upon the direction the mass
is traveling when it reaches its final position. Tihis is a function
of the angle of offset and any initial rdtec Lhat were imparted to
the mass when it was released. If the system were run only in its
linear range and no initial rates were imparted to it, the final
position would be on the same side of zero consistently, when started
from the same point. However, the variations in friction with position
are sufficiently random that starting from different points will
give widely varying results.

Comparing Figure 77 to the dc gain of the servo, a total friction
number for the gimbal can be calculated. The peak number of hangoff
occurrence, +4 microrad, corresponds to -0.18 oz-in. This is a very
low friction, but is reasonable when the very low speed and the
laboratory environment are considered. Certainly the design number
for a launchable system that would operate over a wider temperature
range for 5-10 years would be much higher.
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F

The system tested incorporated more typeF Df friction than would
have to be used in a flight system. A brushless motor, designed
for minimum hysteresis torque and flex cables instead of slip
rings could be used to improve the pointing misalignment due to
friction. Since the pointing accuracy measured in the test is
generally better than that required for the pointing tasks of the
project 405B demonstrations, it is concluded that this test can only
support the use of bearing supported systems to attain the ac-
curacies required by the 405B project.

6.3 MOVING GIMBAL TEST

The gimbal housing was rotated at onsý degree per second in both
the clockwise and counter-clockwise directions. The angularj position was measured at the LVDT demodulator output and recorded
on a strip chart recorder. As in the previous test the servo
gain was set for optimum dynamic resoonse rather than minimum
static pointing error.

The position trace recorded for rotation in both directions is
given in Figure 78. The dc hangoff in either direction is ap-
proximately 50 microradian. Since the dc forward loop gain is
0.045 oz.in./microrad, this corresponds to a running friction of
2.25 oz.in., which is rather low for two bearings, the motor
brushes, and the slipring. This steady state pointing error could
be eliminated by the addition of a forward loop integrator, but
at the expense of added circuit complexity to also accommodate
coarse or acquisition maneuvers. This friction level did not
significantly decrease when the speed was reduced to 0.5 0 /second.

At this point, one direct relationship between servo performance
and friction can be seen. If the servo does not have a forward
loop integrator there will always be a hangoff corresponding to a
do torque level. The hangoff magnitude can be reduced by increas-
ing the loop gain or eliminated by adding the integrator. A penalty
of stability or dynamic performance accompanies the integrator.

r The ideal solution would be to decrease the friction to levels
where the hangoff is acceptable.

The ratio between friction and inertia is also important to the
servo performance. Since the torque required for control in a
friction-free system is proportional to the system inertia, and
the system performance depends on the ratio of control torque to
friction torque, having more inertia with a constant magnitude of
friction will improve system performance. This is the same as
saying that the loop gain must be increased to handle a larger
inertia, so if the friction does not increase, the gain increase
(oz.in./microrad) will give a smaller hangoff due to friction.

The high frequency jitter shown in Figure 78 is caused by gimbal
torques and has a peak amplitude of approximately +7 microrad,
which is well within the desired 10-35 microrad range. This
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Figure 78 Moving Gimbal Position Traces

corresponds to a friction peak of +0.315 oz.in., which is well
above the ripple torque found for the 36561 bearings under light
preloads. The level is reasonable when considering the system
friction sources in addition to the bearings. An inspection of

A Figure 78 shows the high frequency ripple to be in the range of
2•-4 Hz. This frequency was found to be a function of bearing
speed. When the gimbal speed was increased or decreased the
ripple frequency varied accordingly.

A slower sinusoidal variation can also be detected on the position
trace. Its peak amplitude is approximately +10 microrad, which

1L corresponds to +0.45 oz.in. At a gimbal speed of 10 /second this
slow frequency i's approximately 0.1 Hz, or one cycle in every 10

r- degrees of gimbal rotation. This frequency is also a direct
function of rotation speed, i.e., the torque cycles occur at each
100 of gimbal rotation regardless of speed. There is nothing in
the motor or slip ring that is mechanically cyclic at such a
rotation angle so this variation is most likely from the bearings.
Such variations are relatively common with bearings and with
proper analysis can be traced to a cyclic phenomenon such as the
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repeated rotation of one particular ball or the movement of one
ball after another past a particular spot on one of the races.

The results of this test also tend to confirm that the use of
bearing supported systems for pointing accuracies of 10-30 micro-
rad is reasonable. That the system pointed as accurately as it
did without special precautions or sophisticated servo compensation
indicates that a flight system can be designed to do at least as
well. The only considerations that would be expected to require
a more complex flight servo are problems such as structural
resonances, sensor noise, or redundancy requirements of a long
life application.

6.4 DISTURBANCE TORQUE TEST

Controlled disturbance torques were input to the pointed mass by
driving the torque motor via an external input to the motor drive
amplifier. This gives disturbances around the pointed axis only.
The effect of disturbances applied to the other two axes an4
cross coupled into the pointing axis was not analyzed. The applied
disturbance torques were sinusoidal because this is the most common
form expected in space hardware and because of the ease of analysis
of these disturbances.

Figure 79 is a closed loop frequency response curve of the control
system susceptibility to disturbance torques applied to the pointed
mass. It shows that low frequency disturbances (below 10 Hz)
affect the system directly, i.e., the control system does not de-
couple the disturbance from the controlled mass. The mass follows
the disturbance torques as the dc gain of the servo dictates; 22.2
microrad per oz.in. of disturbance torque. Above 10 Hz the effect
of the disturbances decrease as the frequency increases. Above
48 Hz (300 rad/second) the response to disturbance decreases at
the rate of -40 db/decade.

The tests run confirmed the curve of Figure 79. The laboratory
data followed the curve within measurement accuracy over the
entire frequency range. The data was taken by applying a voltage
of known frequency and amplitude to the motor drive amplifier and
measuring the responses at the demodulated output of the LVDT.
The dc gain was confirmed by applying a dc voltage and making a
static measurement of the servo hangoff.

This servo system wis not designed to accommodate any known dis-
turbance torques, but could have been if such torques could have
been defined. If the disturbances occur at low frequencies
(below 10 Hz) the most cormaon solution is to raise the dc loop
gain to the point where the offset caused is acceptably small for
tl-e applied torque. At higher frequencies (more common) the natural
roll off of the system minimizes the disturbance effects. A type
of servo disturbance inDut that is often encountered is a struc-
tural resonance in the pointed hardware that is excited from
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outside the system. It can be concluded from Figure 79 that such
resonances should be driven well above the 50-100 Hz range if at
all possible. When this cannot be done, notch filters can some-
times be incorporated into the control electronics to partially
diminish the servo response at this frequency.
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Since the expected disturbance inputs of a flight system are as
yet undefined and the mechanical disturbances of the demonstra-

- tion models expected i-o he minimal, this test provides more
background informatior. to the laser pointing task than immediately

Fapplicable data. It does, however, illustrate the potentiai effect

of disturbance torque- on flight systems and the necessity ,f
de2ining these torques as early as possible in the design phase
of the flight system.
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SECTION VII

ALTERNATE APPROACHES TO BEARING SUPPORTED SYSTEMS

7.1 INTRODUCTION

The tests of bearings and of bearing supported systems described
in this report indicate that bearings need not impede system
pointing accuracy in the range of 10-35 microrad. However, other
considerations are sometimes present which could make other support
systems more appealing than those which use conventional ball
bearings. The effect of bearing-use on systems which require
pointing accuracy in the range of 0.01 - 0.1 microrad could not
be sufficiently evaluated by these tests. Pointing in this range
would require either a much longer, more complex series of tests
or an alternate support system. Spacecraft lifetimes in excess
of 10 years have not been demonstrated in space flight or test
at this writing, and the use of ball bearings or an alternate is
one of the major tradeoffs in such designs. Two alternate con-
cepts have been investigated for a number of applications and are
briefly reviewed herein. They are magnetic bearings and flexure
pivots. Magnetic bearing technology is still in the development
stage, but a number of demonstration models have been successfully
operated. Specialized and conventional flex pivots are being
used in a number of applications of flight hardware.

7.2 MAGNETIC BEARINGS

Magnetic bearings as a means of suspension must be included in
any discussion of high accuracy pointing. These bearings have
been developed to the point that they are reasonable in stif'ness
and size, take virtually no power, and are completely non-zor.tacting.

They hold the promise of eliminating friction as a source of
pointing inaccuracy; static and viscous friction are both extremely
low in well-designed magnetic bearings. Also, angular range is
unlimited and there is no wear-out mechanism.

The recent work in this field has been sponsored by NASA and
INTELSAT. Developmental work has been performed by Cambion
(Cambridge Thermionic Corporation) and General Electric in this
country and Teldix in West Germany. The emphasis in theoe con-
tracts has been on capitalizing on the long-life aspects of these
beari ngs as applied to momentum wheels for spacecraft, but much

A• of the work applies equally well to high accuracy pointing
applications.

7.2.1. How a Magnetic Bearing Works

Magnetic bearings have been slow to je developed because entirely
passive magnetic suspension in three degrees of freedom is not
possible using any normal materials. Many have tried. Some have
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even been issued patents for their unworkable schemes. But the
use of closed-loop feedback control systems has resulted in
practical magnetic bearings that use a combination of active and
passive means to achieve true three-dimensional stability.

The rudiments of a typical magnetic bearing are shown in Figure
80. The shaft is supported by being "stretched" between two
axially-located permanent magnets. The attraction of these mag-
nets resists any motion of the shaft in a radial direction, hence
the shaft is said to be passively supported in the radial direction.
In the axial direction, the shaft is unstable. It wants to clamp
itself to either the right or the left magnet. The system can be
made stable, however, by use of electromagnets that modify the
flux in the right and left magnets as a function of the axial
position of the shaft. The axial system is thus "active"
suspension. The position sensors can be optical, capacitive, or
magnetic.

This kind of bearing typically uses air gap separations of several
thousandths of an inch. Axial stiffness can be 10,000 to 100,000
pounds per inch and radial 1/2 to 1/10 of axial stiffness.

SHA PERMANENT
MAGNETS

FrS

AWL POITION SNSO

Figure 80 A Simplified Magnetic Bearing

Development of magnetic bearings has gone far beyond the besic
system shown in Figure 80. The two most unique developments are
(1) the use of the combination of permanent and electromagnets
in such a way that no steady-state electrical power is required,
and (2) a system using active radial and passive axial control
to yield very high radial bearing stiffness.
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7.2.2 Application of Magnetic Bearings to the 405B Program

The following factors would affect the use of magnetic bearings
in a laser pointing application.

Advantages:
1. Negligible static friction
2. Very low viscous friction
3. Unlimited angular range
4. No lubrication required
5. No wear-out mechanism.

Disadvantages:

1. The "softness" of the bearings would preclude their use
during launch. A mechanical locking device would be
required.

2. Special torque motors would be required. Conventional
torque motors have unacceptably large de-centering forces.

3. Precision angular read-out is difficult because of slight
uncertainties in the location of the axis of rotation in
a "soft" magnetic bearing.

4. Magnetic bearings are more expensive than ball bearings.
5, Magnetic bearings are less reliable than ball bearings at

the present state of their development, and from an in-
herent 'parts-count" reliability concept may continue to
be. However, the expected long life is one of their
outstanding features.

7.2.3 Magnetic Bearing Conclusions

Magnetic bearings hold great promise for use in high accuracy
pointing. However, they are in their infancy and, moreover, the
results of the ball bearing tests reported in this document indi-
cate that the friction improvements possible with magnetic bearings
are not required for 405B as presently defined. If expected progress
in magnetic bearings takes place, they may someday serve to combine
the coarse and fine pointing tasks in a single magnetic bearing
supported system.

7.3 FLEXURE PIVOT SUPPORTS

The flexural pivot is a device whereon the mass to be pointed is
suspended from flexible members whicb bend as the pointed mass is
rotated. Because of the flexures it is inherently a limited angle
device. The most common example is the taut wire suspension of a
D'Arsonval meter movement. As torque is applied, the flexible wire
rotates, generating a restoring torque which is linear with the
angle of rotation.
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7.3.1 Types of Flexure Pivots

A large number of flexure devices have been used on mechanical and
electrical designs. Three flex pivot concepts are shown in the
section views of Figure 81. In each case the inner member rotates
with respect to the outer member causing the webs to flex.

A INNER INNER INNER
MEMBER MEMBER MEMBER

FLEX URE S
FLEXURESA

FLEXURES

OUTER OUTER OUTER
MEMBER MEMBER MEMBER

a.) BENDIX TYPE b.) THREE POINT TYPE c.) SMALL ANGLE TYPE

Figure 81 Flexure Pivot Types

a. Bendix Type - This pivot is commercially available and has been
used in a large number of industrial and aerospace applications.
The only real weakness it has is that the centers of rotation of the
inner and outer members do not remain aligned as the members are
rotated. From Figure 81a, it can be seen that the centroids of
the inner member translates with respect to the outer member as
the inner member rotates. When the inner member is attached to a
precise optical component this translation may not be acceptable.
The typical rotation angle for this type of pivot is t-5 degrees,
but models are available with excursions as large as 713 degrees
for indefinite life and higher with reduced life spans.

b. Three Point Type - This device has the inner web slotted so
that each web passes through the near side of the inner member
and is attached to the far side. As the inner web is rotated, a
buckling compression rather than tension is applied to each web.
If the webs nave equal mechanical characteristics the centers of
rotation of the inner and outer members will remain aligned. None
of this type is '-nown to have flown on an aerospace application.

c. Limited Angle Pivots - The pivot shown in Figure 81 c is
limited to extremely small angular excursions. This is because
the centers of rotation of the inner and outer members a-re rigidly
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aligned and very high tension is generated in the webs as the inner
member is rotated. Two versions of this type of pivot were de-
veloped by BBRC for use on experiments for NASA's Apollo Telescope
Mount. The inner members of each pivot were attached to an optical
component which was required to maintain precise alignment while
being rotated. Each pivot was operated at excursions of less than
+300 microrad.

7.3.2 Flexure Pivot Tradeoffs

As with ball bearings and magnetic bearings, the use of flex pivots
in a specific application is limited by the requirements of that
application. The advantages and disadvantages of flex pivots for
the known laser pointing applications are given below.

Advantages:

a. The flexure pivot is a fric-ion-free device; it has no
rubbing or sliding contacts.

b. The transfer function between applied torque and rotated
anqle can be extremely linear and repeatable.

c. For angles small enough to operate in the elastic range
of the web material there is no detectable hysteresis, no
dead zone and no non-linearities.

d. There is no wear out mechanism other than fatigue. For
small angles the theoretical life is close to infinite.

Disadvantages:

a. The angular freedom is limited. Models have been conceived
with angular excursions of up to 90 degrees but they have
not been built and tested. There is no way to get continuous
motion, in any case.

b. The flex pivot use requires a tradeoff between the strength
of the pivot (structural considerations) and the amount of
power required to drive it. If the pivct is very soft,
launch locks are required to support it during the launch
environment. If the pivot is strong enough to sustain the
launch environment, the torque reqaired to drive it will
also be high. Since dc motor torque is a function of
current but motor power loss a squared function of current,
a very strong flex pivot may require an unreasonable amount
o-ý power.

c. Using the flex pivot usually means a mass supported on an
undamped spring. This requires either an unconveri:nzn
control system or the addition of a damping mechani...:
which can be heavy, unreliable, or cause friction similar
to that which the design was meant to avoid originally.

d. The flex pivot to be used for a specific application must
usually be developed for that application. This will
generally result in costs considerably in excess of a bear-
ing supported system.
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• 7.3.3 Conclusions

pointing ang;2is at very high accuracy, flex
pivots are the best 'nown method. Under thesc circumstances their
life, reliability and performance characteristics are all superior.
However, the number of cases where these requirements are called
for has been small and thus insufficient development has occurred
to make them a common, inexpensive device. For this reason they
are a relatively small part of the total pointing system picture.

i They are, however, ideally suited to the fine pointing requirements
defined in the project 405B studies.
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APPENDIX A

REFERENCE BIBLIOGRAPHY OF BEARING TECHNOLOGY

The following references are not directly applicable to the
bearing tasks of the 405B project, but they do contribute a
wealth of general and specific background data.
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JV ?ENDIX B

Figures 82 and 83 are the schematics of the test equipment
electronics which were used on both the bearing test and on the
gimbal test fixture. Figure 82 shows the preamplifiez and board
no. 1 of the control electronics. Figure 83 is board no. 2 of
the control electronics.

The only differences in the electronics when used for the point-
ing tests are changes in some of the component value of the
compensation amplifier (on board 2) to make the compensation be

S + 30 S + 628
S+300 rather than S+6280
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